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Introduction: The degree to which Mercury’s 

shape deviates from a sphere provides insight into the 
mantle density, lithosphere stiffness, global distribution 
of crust, and thermal and spin-state history that led to 
the current state of these properties. The best con-
straints on these parameters are inferred from compari-
sons of Mercury’s shape to its geoid [1]. Some 25 mil-
lion elevation measurements acquired by the Mercury 
Laser Altimeter (MLA) on the MErcury Surface, Space 
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging 
(MESSENGER) mission accurately determine the 
shape of Mercury’s northern hemisphere [2], but 
MESSENGER’s eccentric orbit, with a periapsis at a 
high northern latitude, placed most of the southern 
hemisphere beyond MLA’s maximum range. Occulta-
tions by Mercury of MESSENGER’s radio frequency 
(RF) transmissions [3] provide several hundred meas-
urements of Mercury’s radius in the southern hemi-
sphere (Fig. 1). Stereo analyses of images are another 
source of southern-hemisphere elevations, but the abso-
lute elevations produced from stereo methods are sensi-
tive to small errors in camera geometry. 

Occultation analysis: The RF path between the 
known position of MESSENGER and the observing 
antenna on Earth at the time corresponding to an occul-
tation defines a line, which yields the radius of Mercury 

at the tangent point of a smooth sphere that is centered 
at Mercury’s center of mass (COM). We fit the predict-
ed diffraction pattern of the RF signal to the received 
RF power history to identify the time of occultation. 
Local topography can displace the occultation location 
both radially and horizontally from the smooth-sphere 
tangent point. We corrected for these displacements 
with a stereo photoclinometry (SPC) [4] digital terrain 
model (DTM) that has sufficient accuracy to identify 
the occulting feature (Fig. 2). We adjusted the raw oc-
cultation radius downward by the height of the feature 
relative to the average elevation of the surrounding ter-
rain.  

We validated the occultation results by comparing 
them to MLA measurements in locations where the two 
datasets overlap. The average difference between the 

Fig. 2. The RF path (black line) at the time of an occulta-
tion overlaid onto an SPC DTM. The terrain model pro-
vides the location of the occulting edge and the adjust-
ment required to associate the height of that edge with the 
elevation of the surrounding terrain. The X indicates the 
occulting edge. The altitude profile along the RF path is 
shown to the right. 

 
Fig. 1. Location of the occultation measurements used to de-
termine Mercury’s long-wavelength shape. Recent data 
(blue symbols) improve the coverage in the southern hemi-
sphere.  
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occultation measurements and the MLA occulting edg-
es was 4±25 m, and the standard deviation in the rela-
tive difference was 150 m, in agreement with the aver-
age time-based uncertainty of the occultation radii. The 
average difference for the SPC DTM that was used for 
topography adjustments of the occultation elevations 
was 130±30 m with a standard deviation of 330 m. In-
vestigation of the SPC and MLA DTMs showed that 
the cause of the discrepancy is suppression of the height 
of crater rims in the SPC DTM. We translated the re-
sults of these comparisons to the southern hemisphere 
and increased the topography adjustment by 130 m and 
the uncertainty to 330 m.  

Mercury’s low-degree shape: We expanded MLA 
and occultation data in spherical harmonics through 
degree and order 128 (Fig. 3) and found that Mercury’s 
mean radius is 2439.36±0.03 km [5]. The offset be-
tween the planet’s COM and center of figure (COF) is 
negligible (40±40 m) along the polar axis and modest 
(140±50 m) in the equatorial plane.  The small offset is 
consistent with a large core and limited hemispherical 
asymmetry in crustal thickness. 

Mercury is more oblate than predicted by hydrostat-
ic equilibrium [3, 6]. Mercury’s spherical-harmonic 
shape spectrum is dominated by degree 2 (Figure 4), 
and the planet’s first-order shape is that of a triaxial 
ellipsoid with semimajor axes a, b, and c. The polar 
radius, c, is 1.65 km less than (a+b)/2, and the equato-
rial difference, a-b, is 1.25 km. Within the 2° uncertain-
ty of the measurement, Mercury’s short axis is aligned 
with its rotation axis. Mercury’s long axis is rotated 15° 
west of Mercury’s dynamically defined principal axis, 
the principal semi-major axis of the mass distribution. 

Discussion: Simple pressure balance, a first-order 
approximation to spherical isostasy, requires a crust that 
is ~25 km thicker at the equator than the poles. Howev-
er, such a configuration fails to satisfy the observed 
second-degree geoid. In fact there is no single-mode 
density model that will simultaneously satisfy both the 

degree-2 shape and geoid. What is required is a mixing 
of high and low “admittance reservoirs” [7], where 
“admittance” is the spectral ratio of geoid to shape. The 
crust-mantle boundary of Mercury produces low admit-
tance, and its buoyancy could explain the shape. The 
same is true of the upper mantle portion of subsurface 
density anomalies induced by the heterogeneous surface 
temperature distribution (with hot, cold, and rotational 
temperature poles) [8, 9]. The buoyancy of lower-
mantle density anomalies largely deforms the core-
mantle boundary (CMB). 

The upper mantle thermal buoyancy satisfies the 
observation that the degree-2 geoid and shape are high-
ly correlated (0.99) [3] but requires an accompanying 
high admittance source, for which a deep density 
anomaly or a surface load on an elastic lithosphere are 
obvious candidates. However, we have been unable to 
identify a plausible deep mantle or CMB degree-2 den-
sity source. A surface load can produce a high admit-
tance largely through support by elastic membrane 
stresses. Indeed, Tosi et al. [9] showed that such a mod-
el could satisfy the ensemble of observational con-
straints provided the elastic lithosphere thickness was 
between 110 and 180 km thick, which would imply that 
Mercury was captured into a 3:2 spin orbit resonance 
more than a billion years after its formation. Finally, we 
note that in-phase crustal thickness variations may have 
been generated by partial melting variations related to 
the surface temperature distribution. 
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Fig. 3.The shape of Mercury from a damped, spherical har-
monic fit to the MLA and occultation data. The sparse cov-
erage of occultations results in lower resolution in the south-
ern hemisphere. The elevations are relative to 2440 km. 

 
Fig. 4. Power spectral density for Mercury’s shape and 
geoid and the correlation between the two, which is par-
ticularly high at degree 2. The errors in the shape are 
lower bounds. 
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